INTRODUCTION
If F is a field with non-Archimedean valuation¨: F U¸G , a cross-sec-
Ž .
U tion for the valued field F,¨is a group homomorphism : G ª F that is a right inverse to¨. So if p is prime and¨: Q U¸Z is the p-adic and cross-section ␥ g ⌫ ¬ t ␥ . w x If p is prime, a p-valued field 8, p. 7 is a valued field, of characteristic zero, in which p has minimal positive value and whose residue field has p Ž . elements. A p-valued field F,¨is p-adically closed just in case no algebraic extension FЈ of F with valuation¨Ј extending¨is p-valued. The Ž . class of p-adically closed fields is to Q ,¨as the class of real-closed p p w x fields is to R: see 8, Section 1 for a discussion of analogies between these classes of fields. w x In their fundamental work on p-adically closed fields 1 , Ax and Kochen found it convenient to work with p-adically closed fields having cross-sections. Certain p-adically closed fieldsᎏthose that are ''-w x w x pseudo-complete'' 1, p. 614 ᎏalways have cross-sections 1, p. 636 , and in fact normalized ones: cross-sections that send the group element of least w x positive value to p. Cherlin 4, pp. 44᎐46 later showed that all / -saturated 1 p-adically closed fields have normalized cross-sections, but no further study of cross-sections was needed to develop the general theory of p-adically closed fields.
When studying semialgebraic equivalence relations over Q , I grew p interested in finding a p-adically closed field without a cross-section. Discovering none in the literature, I eventually built such a field, and Ž . found necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of normalized cross-sections. These conditions appear, after the preliminary lemmas of Section 1, in Section 2, and are followed in Section 3 by a proof that any cross-section for Q extends to a cross-section for any p-adically closed I am grateful to A. Macintyre and A. Pillay for helpful suggestions at an early stage of my work.
SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Introduction singles out p-adically closed fields as maximal elements of a partially ordered class of p-valued fields. One may also characterize a p-adically closed field in terms referring only to the field w x Ž . itself 8, p. 34 . A valued field F,¨is p-adically closed just in case it is p-valued and Henselian and its value group is a Z-group; a Z-group is an ordered Abelian group G, with least positive element 1, such that for each positive integer n GrnG has exactly n elements. w x Some terminology from 8, 2.2 will prove useful in what follows. Let Ž . F,¨be p-adically closed. If G is F's value group and 1 is the least positive element of G, one may identify the subgroup generated by 1 with Z. It is a convex subgroup of G, whose quotient by Z becomes the value group of the coarse valuation . w x ps2, x q p y should be a cube in F 2, p. 4 ; and the theory of w p-adically closed fields in the language of rings is model complete 8, p.
x 1 86 . One may therefore restrict attention to field embeddings, instead of valued-field embeddings, in the class of p-adically closed valued fields. the superscript ''F'' will be dropped when there is no danger of confusion.
A CRITERION FOR CROSS-SECTIONS
Each P is a subgroup of finite index in F , и 2, p. 5 and so P P is a
by every positive integer and so is zero; also, the image of x in any quotient ring n < U < Q s Z rp Z must be a unit and a Q th power in Q's group of units
Ä 4 Q ; thus x is 1 modulo p for all n G 1, and P P s 1 . In general,
Proof. Say x g P P and m G 2. If x is not divisible by m in P P, then none of x's mth roots in F U belongs to P P. If these mth roots are y , . . . , y , then for each l s 1, . . . , k there is n G 2 such that y f P . So
and l l l n z n gP is one of the mth roots of x. This contradiction implies that P P is n divisible. Ž .
F
Let R be the valuation ring of F,¨and U s U be the group of units of R.
Proof. By the identifications made in Section 1,
e s e for some e g F . Thus¨e y e ) 0 and¨e y e ) Z.
Note that e X g F T l U. If e g U, say that x g F U is of e-sort just in case for each m G 2, x lies in the same coset of P as some power of pe. Let 
where xr¨x g U because¨x s¨¨x; so the proof will be complete if Ž .
Ž . l Thus ¨x and pe belong to the same coset of P . Since m G 2 is
Thus U is the internal direct product of U and U. By Hensel'ŝ
.
X
x gU with¨x y x ) Z; so¨x rx y 1 ) Z, x rx g P P by Hensel's lemma, x X g P P since x g P P, and x X s 1 since x X g F T : Q and P P l p Q pˆÄ 4 Ž . Q :P P s 1 . Thus U s U l P P, and Lemma 1 implies that U, и is p divisible.
Zorn's lemma provides a subgroup T of S maximal with respect to the e lˆÄ Ž . 4 Ä 4 Ž following property: pe : l g Z : T and T l U s 1 note that U ŝ .
Ä 4 and there are t g T, l g Z y 0 , and u g U y 1 for which
Ž . Since U is divisible, there is uЈ g U with uЈ s u, and so tx s u and
where w s x u g S . If w g TU, a subgroup of S , then x s w u g e êˆˆˆX Ž . TU U s TU : so w f TU, and as above there are t g T, m g Z, and
Thus t w s u and t t s u . Since t, t g T, u g U, and
Ä 4 is algebraically closed in F, and u g F : so u g U l F s 1 , contrary
Yt o the choice of u . This contradiction implies that S s TU is the internal ê direct product of T and U.
By hypothesis, therefore,
Ž . Ž .Ž .
UˆT
In fact, F is the internal direct product of T, U, and U . Suppose that 
for each n G 2, and so the sentence
is true in Q ,¨: for if y g Q satisfies the body of 1 , s s p y p p p Ž . satisfies the body of 2 . So for each n G 2,
Because U , и is a compact group and each U l b P is a clopen 
FIELDS WITHOUT CROSS-SECTIONS
The next two sections will show that Theorem 2 does not extend to p-adically closed fields in which Q does not embed. Starting with a p Ž . Ž . p-adically closed F,¨, both sections will find a p-adically closed K, w Ž .
U that contains both F,¨and a special a g K infinitesimal with respect Ž . Ž . Ž .
U
to F : i.e., w a ) w x s¨x for all x g F . Attention will then shift to Ž . L, the smallest p-adically closed subfield of K that contains F a . Because the theory of p-adically closed fields in the language of rings admits w x definable Skolem functions 5, p. 627 , L will be the definable closureᎏ Ž . here, the algebraic closureᎏof F a in K.
A special description of L's elements will prove useful in what follows. For each n G 2 there is a formula in the language of rings that defines, over any p-adically closed field, a continuous nth root function on the 
The compactness theorem therefore provides a p-adically closed extension Ž . Ž . K,w of F,¨in which some b g K satisfies every formula of ⌺. Lemma Ž . Ž . 3, and the model-completeness of Th F,¨s Th K, w , allow one to Ž . assume that K is the algebraic closure of F b in K; so Lemma 3 also describes all the elements of K. and so
of a. This contradiction implies that no g g P P K has the same value as b and completes the proof of Theorem 3. Ä m a w . 0,n ; so one may assume that the a 's belong to p ␥ e : m g 0, n , makes just a few changes in the previous argument. So, is now a Ž .
FIELDS WITHOUT NORMALIZED CROSS-SECTIONS
k n M normalized cross-section for F,¨. Thus b g p P for all n G 2 and Ž . not belong to C F ᎏand that the class of all C F is only partially Ž . ordered by inclusion. One can show that a nonempty C F is a subgroup U Ž . of Z just in case C F is closed under multiplication, but one might also p Ž . wonder whether C F is a subgroup just if it contains 1. And unless those Ž . C F 's that are not groups have some other interesting structure, one may also want to find a new object that better describes the cross-sections Ž . of F,¨.
